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Abstract
Inactivation of the Rb tumor suppressor can lead to increased cell proliferation or cell death depending on specific cellular
context. Therefore, identification of the interacting pathways that modulate the effect of Rb loss will provide novel insights
into the roles of Rb in cancer development and promote new therapeutic strategies. Here, we identify a novel synthetic
lethal interaction between Rb inactivation and deregulated Wg/Wnt signaling through unbiased genetic screens. We show
that a weak allele of axin, which deregulates Wg signaling and increases cell proliferation without obvious effects on cell
fate specification, significantly alters metabolic gene expression, causes hypersensitivity to metabolic stress induced by
fasting, and induces synergistic apoptosis with mutation of fly Rb ortholog, rbf. Furthermore, hyperactivation of Wg
signaling by other components of the Wg pathway also induces synergistic apoptosis with rbf. We show that hyperactivated
Wg signaling significantly increases TORC1 activity and induces excessive energy stress with rbf mutation. Inhibition of
TORC1 activity significantly suppressed synergistic cell death induced by hyperactivated Wg signaling and rbf inactivation,
which is correlated with decreased energy stress and decreased induction of apoptotic regulator expression. Finally the
synthetic lethality between Rb and deregulated Wnt signaling is conserved in mammalian cells and that inactivation of Rb
and APC induces synergistic cell death through a similar mechanism. These results suggest that elevated TORC1 activity and
metabolic stress underpin the evolutionarily conserved synthetic lethal interaction between hyperactivated Wnt signaling
and inactivated Rb tumor suppressor.
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Introduction
The Retinoblastoma protein Rb is a tumor suppressor
inactivated in a broad spectrum of cancers [1,2]. Rb functions
mainly through binding to the E2F family of transcription factors
and regulating the expression of diverse cellular targets involved in
cell cycle regulation, DNA replication and repair, apoptosis,
metabolism, as well as differentiation. Consistent with this, loss of
Rb can lead to increased cell proliferation or increased cell death,
depending on specific cellular contexts. Therefore identification
and characterization of the genes or signaling pathways that can
modulate the consequences of Rb loss in cell proliferation or cell
death will significantly advance our understanding of the role of Rb
in cancer development, and may potentially help the development
of novel approaches for therapeutic interventions [3].
The function of Rb and E2F proteins are highly conserved and
much simpler in Drosophila. These features, in conjunction with a
plethora of sophisticated genetic tools, make Drosophila an ideal
model to identify genes that modulates the consequences of Rb loss
[4,5]. Forward genetic screens have identified several genes that
show synergistic effects on apoptosis or differentiation with rbf (fly
Rb) mutation [6,7,8,9,10]. Of particular interest is the synthetic
lethal interactions between rbf and TSC genes [10,11], which is
conserved in mammalian systems [10,12]. TSC2 functions in a
complex with TSC1 to inhibit TORC1 activity by promoting
Rheb in the inactive GDP-bound form [13,14]. Mutations of TSC
induce hyperactive TORC1 activity, which leads to excessive
cellular stress, including ROS and energetic stress, and causes
synergistic cell death in conjunction with Rb inactivation
[9,10,12]. Consistent with this, several recent studies demonstrate
that Rb also plays important roles in cell metabolism and stress
induction. In Drosophila, rbfmutation was shown to cause metabolic
reprogramming and rbf mutants are sensitized to conditions that
impose metabolic stress such as fasting, which can be rescued by
glutamine supply [15]. In C. elegans, transcriptome analysis of wild
type and Rb mutant under normal or starving conditions revealed
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that Rb is essential not only to repress stress-inducible and
metabolic genes, but also to activate stress-resistant genes,
mitochondrial genes, and potential insulin pathway antagonists
[16]. Furthermore, studies using mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(MEFs) from triple knock-outs of all three Rb family members
show that Rb/E2F directly regulate genes involved in glutamine
metabolism [17]. Taken together, these studies suggest that Rb has
conserved functions modulating cellular metabolism as well as the
sensitivity of cells to additional metabolic stresses induced by
specific environmental or genetic conditions.
In the current study, we identify a novel synthetic lethal
interaction between deregulated Wg signaling and rbf mutation
through genetic screens in Drosophila. We show that mutation of
axin (axn), a negative regulator of the Wg signaling, significantly
alters the expression of metabolic genes and is hypersensitive to
metabolic stress induced by fasting, which can be rescued by
glutamine supply. We further demonstrate that deregulated Wg
signaling increased TORC1 activity, which induced excessive
metabolic stress and synergistic cell death with rbf mutation.
Finally we show that inactivation of APC and Rb induces
synergistic apoptosis in human cancer cells through a similar
mechanism. These results provide an alternative explanation
for the long standing but confusing observation that colorectal
cancers, which have deregulated Wnt signals, generally preserve
Rb function and may even have amplification of the Rb loci.
Results
A weak allele of axn induces synergistic apoptosis with
rbf mutation without affecting photoreceptor
differentiation in Drosophila eye discs
In a genetic screen to identify mutations that can modulate rbf
mutant phenotypes, we identified an EMS mutant 127. In
Drosophila adult eyes with mosaic clones, mutant clones are in
white color and wild type cells in red color (Fig. 1A). Comparing to
wild-type control clones, rbf single mutant clones were generally a
bit smaller while 127 single mutant clones were similar to or
moderately larger than WT clones (Fig. 1B–C). However, rbf and
127 double mutant clones were very small or undetectable in the
adult eyes (Fig. 1D), suggesting that rbf and 127 mutations have
synergistic effects against clonal growth or survival.
We tested whether the decreased amount of rbf and 127 (rbf 127)
double mutant clones in adult eyes correlated with increased
apoptosis in larval eye discs. Apoptosis in eye discs can be detected
by the anti-cleaved caspase3 (C3) antibody. As shown previously
[10,18,19], rbf mutation caused increased apoptosis just anterior to
the morphogenetic furrow (MF) while little apoptosis was detected
in wild type cells (GFP positive) at this stage (Fig. 1E). Although
127 mutant clones showed little apoptosis (Fig. 1F), rbf and 127
double clones located anterior to the MF exhibited significantly
increased level of apoptosis compared to the single mutant clones
(Fig. 1G, the results were quantified in 1N).
The 127 mutation was mapped to the Drosophila genomic region
between 99D1-99E1 where the axn gene is located. Several
evidences demonstrate that 127 mutation is an allele of axn: 1) 127
mutation failed to complement with the previously generated axn
alleles; 2) DNA sequencing and mRNA RACE of the axn gene in
127 mutants revealed that Exon 10 of axn is linked to a repetitive
heterochromatin sequence instead of Exon 11. Therefore the axn
gene in 127 mutants encodes a protein lacking part of the DIX
domain at the C-terminus (Supplementary Fig. S1A–D); 3) 127
homozygous mutants die at the pupal stage. Expression of wild-
type Axn protein by hs-Gal4/UAS-Axn can partially rescue the
pupal lethality, resulting in the development of adult flies without
obvious defects; and 4) 127 mutant significantly increased
Armadillo (Arm, fly b-catenin) protein levels (Supplementary
Fig. S1E). Therefore, we renamed 127 as axn127. Since the
phenotypes of axn127 in lethality and in cell fate changes are much
weaker than the previously reported axn alleles (see below), we
consider axn127 as a weak axn mutant allele.
To determine whether the axn mutation mediates the observed
synergistic apoptosis phenotype with rbf, we tested the effects of the
previously reported strong axn alleles, including axnEY10228 (axnEY),
axnE77, and axnS044230 (axnS) [20,21,22]. Low level of apoptosis was
observed in single mutant clones of these strong axn alleles, and
much stronger apoptosis was observed in axn, rbf double mutant
clones (Fig. 1H–M, results were quantified in 1O). Consistent with
the notion that axn127 is a weak allele, apoptosis in rbf- axnEY, axnE77,
or axnS double mutant clones were observed in both anterior as well
as posterior of the eye discs, while apoptosis in rbf axn127mutant cells
were restricted to the region anterior to the MF.
The different patterns of apoptosis in eye discs are likely due to
the different effects of the strong and the weak axn alleles on cell
fate determination. Photoreceptor differentiation in eye disc can
be detected by staining with the neuronal marker Elav. While the
strong axn alleles blocked photoreceptor differentiation (Supple-
mentary Fig. S2D) [21,23], axn127 did not (Supplementary Fig.
S2B). In addition, rbf mutation did not have obvious effects on
photoreceptor differentiation either alone or together with the axn
alleles (Supplementary Fig. S2 A, C, E). To further compare the
effects of the axn alleles on differentiation, we examined the effect
of axn mutation on Senseless (Sens) expression, which is expressed
in the SOPs along the presumptive wing margin [24]. We found
that the strong axnEY mutation caused ectopic expression of Sens in
wing discs, while axn127 mutation did not (Supplementary Fig. S2
G, I). Again rbf mutation did not affect Sens expression either
alone or together with the axn alleles (Supplementary Fig. S2 F–J).
Taken together, these data show that axn127 does not affect
photoreceptor differentiation in contrast to the previously identi-
fied strong axn alleles, and that rbf mutation has synergistic effects
with axn on apoptosis but not on cell fate determinations.
Deregulation of Wg signaling activity induces synergistic
apoptosis with rbf mutation
To determine whether deregulated Wg signaling mediates the
synergistic cell death effect of axn with rbf, we examined the effect
of inactivating APC genes, which encode proteins that are in a
complex with Axin protein to regulate b-catenin degradation and
Wg signaling activity. As shown in Fig. 2, Drosophila APC1-APC2
Author Summary
Inactivation of Rb tumor suppressor is common in cancers.
Therefore, identification of genes and pathways that are
synthetic lethal with Rb will provide new insights into the
role of Rb in cancer development and promote the
development of novel therapeutic approaches. Here we
identified a novel synthetic lethal interaction between Rb
inactivation and hyperactivated Wnt signaling and showed
that this synthetic lethal interaction is conserved in
mammalian systems. We demonstrate that hyperactivated
Wnt signaling activate TORC1 activity and induce excessive
energy stress with inactivated Rb tumor suppressor, which
underpins the evolutionarily conserved synthetic lethal
interaction. This study provides novel insights into the
interactions between the Rb, Wnt, and mTOR pathways in
regulating cellular energy balance, cell growth, and
survival.
Synthetic Lethality between Wnt Signaling and Rb
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mutations also induce strong synergistic apoptosis with rbf
mutation in eye discs (Fig. 2A–B, quantified in 2K). Therefore
deregulation of the Wg signaling by inactivation of APC also
induces synergistic apoptosis with rbf mutation.
We further tested the effect of deregulating Wg signaling by
using dominant negative GSK3 (GSK-DN) or dominant active
Armadillo (Arm-DA). Specifically, heat shock FLP-out approach
was used to express GSK-DN or Arm-DA with or without rbf-
RNAi in the whole eye discs at early L3 larval stage when
photoreceptor differentiation has initiated in the posterior eye disc
(Fig. 2F–J, samples with GFP shown in Fig. S1F). With this
approach, rbf-RNAi induced a stripe of apoptosis just anterior to
MF (Fig. 2F), while expression of GSK-DN or Arm-DA alone did
not induce obvious apoptosis (Fig. 2G, 2I). However, GSK-DN or
Arm-DA together with rbf-RNAi induced apoptosis in a broad
region anterior to MF (Fig. 2H, 2J, quantified in 2L), which is
similar to the apoptosis induced by axn127 rbfmutations. Therefore,
deregulation of Wg signaling using dominant-negative GSK3 or
dominant-active Armadillo also induce synergistic cell death in
conjunction with rbf inactivation. Furthermore, inhibiting Wg
signaling by expressing dominant negative TCF (TCF-DN)
significantly inhibited synergistic cell death observed in axnS rbf
double mutant clones (Fig. 2C–E, 2M), indicating that synergistic
cell death of axn and rbf double mutants depends, at least in part,
on the transcriptional activities of Arm/TCF.
Synergistic apoptosis was also observed in axn rbfmutant clones in
wing discs (Supplementary Fig. S2K–N), although the apoptotic
levels were significantly lower than those observed in eye discs
(Fig. 1K, 1O). This difference is likely associated with the different
effects of axn mutation on differentiation in the wing and eye discs.
As discussed above, the strong axn mutations promote wing margin
SOP cell fate as shown by ectopic Sens expression (Fig. S2I–J) while
suppress photoreceptor differentiation in eye discs as shown by the
block of Elav expression (Fig. S2D–E). The EGFR pathway is an
important survival signal that is coupled with photoreceptor and
SOP differentiation [25,26,27,28]. We found that EGFR signaling
activities, reflected by pERK antibody staining and Argos-lacZ
reporter expression, are downregulated in and posterior to the MF
in eye discs (Fig. 2N–O9) but are upregulated in wing discs in
axn mutant clones (Supplementary Fig. S2O–P9). Therefore the
differential effects of axn mutation on EGFR signaling in eye and
wing tissues likely influenced the level of axn rbf synergistic cell death.
In summary, these results show that hyperactivation of the Wg
signaling in conjunction with rbf mutation induce synergistic
Figure 1. Synergistic cell death induced by rbf and axnmutations. Mosaic clones for mutations of the indicated genotypes in adult eyes are
marked by white color, while wild type tissues are with orange color. Comparing to wild type control clones (A), rbf mutant clones were a bit smaller
(B), while axn127 mutant clones were similar to or even moderately larger (C). rbf axn127 double mutant clones were mostly eliminated in adult eyes
(D). In developing eye imaginal discs, mosaic clones are marked by the absence of GFP. Activated caspase-3 (C3) staining was used to detect
apoptosis (or cell death). rbf mutation induced apoptosis just anterior to morphogenetic furrow (MF) indicated by white arrow (E). axn127 mutation
did not induce significant apoptosis (F), while rbf axn127 mutations induced synergistic apoptosis in a broad region anterior to MF (G). Strong axn
mutant alleles, axnS044230 (axnS), axnEY10228 (axnEY), and axnE77, induced low level apoptosis (H, J, L), and induced very strong apoptosis together with
rbf mutation (I, K, M). (N) Quantification of C3 levels within rbf, axn127, and rbf axn127 mutant clones anterior to the MF. (O) Quantification of C3 levels
within indicated mutant clones in the whole eye discs. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Unless indicated otherwise, ‘‘synergistic apoptosis’’
means apoptosis induced by double mutations was significantly higher than apoptosis induced by either of the single mutant (P,0.0001).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g001
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apoptosis in developing imaginal discs, and that the level of
apoptosis is also influenced by tissue-specific effects of Wg
signaling on cell differentiation and survival signaling.
axn rbf synergistic cell death depends on upregulated
Rheb/TORC1 signaling activities
We determined the effect of axn mutation on cell growth by
comparing the ratio of individual mutant clone area over the
corresponding WT twin spot area. Although axn127 and other
strong axn mutations have different effects on cell fate determina-
tion, all axn mutant clones show increased clone growth compared
to WT controls (Supplementary Fig. S3 A–D).
One important growth and proliferation regulator in fly
imaginal discs is the TSC-Rheb-TOR pathway. To determine
whether TOR signaling is affected by axn mutation, we examined
the phosphorylation of S6K, a direct target of TORC1, in eye
Figure 2. Hyperactivated Wg signaling induces synergistic apoptosis with rbf mutation. Apc1 Apc2 mutations induced synergistic
apoptosis with rbf mutation (A–B). Quantification of C3 levels within rbf, Apc1 Apc2, and rbf Apc1 Apc2 mutant clones was shown in (K). Apoptotic
pattern of rbf MARCM clones marked by the presence of GFP (C) was identical to regular mosaic clones marked by absence of GFP (Fig. 1E). MARCM
clones that with rbf axnS mutations had increased apoptosis (D), which was inhibited by overexpressing of dominant negative TCF (TCF-DN) (E).
Quantification of C3 levels within rbf, rbf axnS, and rbf axnS TCF-DN MARCM clones was shown in panel (M). (F–J) Induction of dominant negative
GSK3 (GSK-DN) or dominant active Armadillo (Arm-DA) expression with rbf-RNAi in most of the cells in eye discs starting at early L3 stage with heat
shock FLP-out system. Depletion of rbf by RNAi induces apoptosis just anterior to MF (F). GSK-DN or Arm-DA expression alone did not induce
significant level of apoptosis (G and I), but induced synergistic apoptosis with rbf-RNAi anterior to MF (H and J). White bars in (F, H and J) indicate that
the apoptosis of GSK-DN rbf-RNAi or Arm-DA rbf-RNAi extended much more anterior than rbf-RNAi itself. Quantification of C3 levels anterior to MF in
(F–J) is shown in panel (L). dp-ERK level in MF and posterior to MF are downregulated in axnS clones (N, N9). aos-lacz expression posterior to MF is
downregulated in axnEY clones (O, O9).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g002
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discs that consist of mostly axn or tsc1 mutant clones. The level of
phospho S6K was significantly increased in axn mutant eye discs
and similar to that of the tsc1 mutant discs, which was used as a
positive control (Fig. 3A). Therefore TORC1 signaling activity is
significantly increased by mutation of axn.
A previous study showed that deregulated TORC1 increased
dE2F1 protein level and promote S phase entry [11]. Indeed,
increased expression of PCNA-GFP, an E2F reporter, was
observed in both the strong and the weak axn mutant clones
(Supplementary Fig. S3 E–F9). In addition, increased dE2F1
protein and increased BrdU incorporation were also observed in
axn mutant clones (Supplementary Fig. S3G–H9).
Since previous studies showed that high TORC1 activities
induced synergistic apoptosis with rbf mutation [10,11], we tested
whether increased TORC1 signaling activity contributes to
synergistic cell death in axn rbf double mutant cells. Inhibition of
TORC1 activity by mutation of Rheb, a direct upstream activator
of TORC1, significantly decreased apoptosis in axnS rbf mutant
cells (Fig. 3B–C, quantified in 3F). Similarly, knockdown of
Raptor, a component of TORC1 complex, also significantly
suppressed apoptosis in axnS rbf double mutant clones (Fig. 3D–E,
quantified in G).
These results suggest that inactivation of axn leads to increased
TORC1 signaling activity, which contributes to synergistic cell
death in conjunction with rbf mutation.
axn rbf mutant cells are energy deficient, and loss of
LKB1 enhances apoptosis of axn or axn rbf mutant cells
Deregulated activation of TORC1 by Tsc1 or Tsc2 mutation
causes an imbalance between the metabolic demand and supply,
and the Tsc1/Tsc2 mutant cells are highly dependent on
glutamine metabolism for survival during energy stress [29].
Similarly, rbf mutants were found to exhibit altered glutathione
metabolism and are hypersensitive to energy stress induced by
fasting [15]. The observed effect of axn mutant on TORC1
signaling prompted us to test whether axn127 mutant larva also
show hypersensitivity to fasting. Interestingly, axn127 mutant larva
are much more sensitive to fasting than the controls (FRT 82B) and
addition of glutamine to PBS largely suppressed the observed
sensitivity of the axn127 mutants (Fig. 4A). The increased sensitivity
of axn127 mutant to fasting correlated with increased sensitivity
to fasting-induced cell death in axn127 mutant clones, which is
enhanced by lkb1 mutation (Fig. 4C–G). LKB1 is a kinase that
functions to balance cellular energetic needs and supply through
AMPK-dependent and-independent pathways. Inactivation of
LKB1 has been shown to increase death of cells under energy
stress [9]. Taken together, these observations suggest that axn127
mutants have an altered metabolic process and show increased
sensitivity to energy stress induced by fasting. Consistent with this
notion, genome-wide expression studies using third instar axn127
homozygous mutants showed that the top functions affected in
axn127 mutant include genes involved in metabolism, oxidation-
reduction, stress response, signal transduction, and developmental
processes (Supplemental Tables S1, S2). We generate axn127 rbf120
double mutants to further test whether rbf axn mutations show
synergistic effects in hypersensitivity to fasting. rbf120 is a viable
weak rbf allele [30]. Consistent with previous reports [15], more
rbf120 larvae died than WT control after 28 hour fasting. axn127
larvae were also more sensitive than WT control to fasting.
Interestingly, rbf120 axn127 double larvae were even more sensitive
to fasting than either axn127 or rbf120 single mutants (Fig. 4B).
To test if excessive metabolic and energy stress contribute to the
synergistic cell death of axn rbf double mutants similar to that
observed for the rbf tsc2 mutant cells, we first determined whether
axn single and axn rbf double mutant cells were under energy stress.
The ATP/ADP ratio of eye discs with axn, axn rbf, or axn rbf Rheb
mutant clones in Minute background were determined. Compared
to wild-type cells (FRT 82B), axn mutant cells had slightly lower
ATP/ADP ratio (P,0.01), suggesting that they were under mild
energy stress. The ATP/ADP ratio of axn rbf mutant cells was
significantly lower than that of the axn mutant cells (P,0.0001),
indicating that the double mutant cells were under severe energy
stress (Fig. 4L). Interestingly, blocking TORC1 activation by Rheb
mutation increased the ATP/ADP ratio of axn rbf mutant cells to a
level similar to that of the axn mutants (Fig. 4L, Fig. S4, p = 0.4,
between axn and axn rbf rheb), suggesting that inhibition of TORC1
activity decreased energy stress of the axn,rbf mutants.
We further tested whether lkb1 mutation showed synergistic
effects with axn or axn rbf. Although lkb1 single mutant did not
Figure 3. axn rbf synergistic cell death is mediated by deregulation of mTOR activities. pS6K signal was used to detect mTOR activities. FRT
82B WT control, axnS and tsc1 mutant eye discs were generated by inducing clones in Minute background. pS6K in axnS mutant eye discs was
increased and similar to that in tsc1 mutant eye discs (A). Rheb mutation blocked apoptosis in rbf axnS mutant cells (B, C). Knockdown of Raptor by
RNAi (Raptor-i) rescued rbf axnS cell death (D–E). Quantification of C3 levels in (B–C and D–E) was shown in panel (F) and (G) respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g003
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show significant levels of apoptosis, lkb1 mutation induced
synergistic cell death with axnS mutation and lkb1 axn rbf triple
mutant cells had very high levels of cell death (Fig. 4G–J,
quantified in 4M).
Taken together, these results suggest that axn mutants are under
energy stress and require the LKB1 pathway for survival. In
addition, it is likely that excessive metabolic stress of axn,rbf
mutants contributes to the synergistic cell death.
axn and rbf mutations synergistically upregulate Hid
expression, which is blocked by inhibiting TORC1 activity
Hid is a critical regulator of apoptosis in Drosophila imaginal
discs, and is induced by diverse developmental and stress signals
including cell competition and DNA damage [31,32]. Rbf-E2f1
directly regulates Hid expression [8,33]. However the upregulated
Hid expression and Hid protein level in rbf mutant clones were
relatively weak and limited to the stripe just anterior to MF where
rbf apoptosis occurs (Fig. 5A, 5D). Mutation of axn127 alone did not
affect Hid transcription or Hid protein levels (Fig. 5B, 5E).
Interestingly, significantly expanded Hid transcription and Hid
protein were observed in axn127 rbf double mutant clones anterior
to the MF (Fig. 5C, 5F), which correlated with the observed
synergistic apoptosis of these cells (Fig. 1G and N). We further
tested the effect of strong axn alleles on Hid. Both Hid expression
and Hid protein were significantly upregulated in axnS as well as in
axnS rbf double mutant clones, however it is difficult to tell if the
Figure 4. axnmutants are hypersensitive to fasting and energy deficiency. (A) Compared to the FRT 82 controls, fewer axn127 mutant larvae
survived after starvation in PBS for 48 hours, and addition of glutamine to PBS largely rescued the lethality of the axn127 mutant larvae (p = 0.0002 for
PBS vs 25 mM Gln and p,0.0001 for PBS vs 100 mM Gln). (B) With 28 h starvation, survival rates of rbf120 larvae or axn127 larvae were lower than WT
larvae, and rbf120 axn127 double mutant larvae were much more sensitive to fasting than single mutant larvae (P,0.001 for axn127 VS rbf120 axn127). (C)
Quantification of cell death in eye discs fasted for 3 hours. In developing eye discs with mosaic mutant clones, discs without fasting showed very low
level of apoptosis in both wild type tissues and axn127 or lkb1 axn127 mutant clones (D and F). Discs fasted for 3 hours had increased apoptosis in both
wild type tissues and mutant mosaic clones (E and G), which are quantified in (C). The level of apoptosis in axn127 or lkb1 axn127 clones with fasting
was significantly higher than surrounding wild type cells (p = 0.0015 for WT vs axn127 and p,0.0001 for WT vs lkb1 axn127), and lkb1 axn127 mutant
cells have more apoptosis than axn127 mutant cells (P,0.002) (C). lkb1 single mutant did not show significant level of apoptosis (H), lkb1 rbf or lkb1
axnS mutations induced synergistic apoptosis (I–J), and lkb1 axnS rbf triple mutant cells had very high levels of apoptosis (K). Quantification of C3
levels in (H–K) is shown in panel (M). The ATP/ADP ratio of eye discs with axnS, axnS rbf, or axnS rbf rhebmutant clones induced in Minute background
were determined (L). Comparing to wild type cells (FRT 82B), axnS mutant cells had slightly lower ATP/ADP ratio (p,0.01); the ATP/ADP ratio of axnS
rbf mutant cells was significantly lower than that of the axnS or rbf mutant cells (p,0.0001); the ATP/ADP ratio of axnS rbf rheb mutant cells was
similar to that of the axnS mutants (p = 0.4, between axnS and axnS rbf rheb) (L). * and ** indicate p,0.0001 and p,0.002, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g004
Synthetic Lethality between Wnt Signaling and Rb
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Hid expression is synergistically upregulated in the double mutant
clones (Fig. 5J, L and data not shown).
To determine if Hid induction contributes to the synergistic cell
death observed in axn,rbf double mutant clones, axn,rbf mutant
clones were induced in the hid mutant background. As shown in
Fig. 5G–I, mutation of hid largely blocked apoptosis of the
axnS,rbf double mutant cells, demonstrating the critical role of Hid
induction to synergistic cell death of axnS,rbf mutant cells.
Since blocking TORC1 activity blocks synergistic apoptosis of
axn,rbf mutants, we tested the effect of inhibiting TORC1 on Hid
induction. We observed that inhibiting TORC1 signaling by a rheb
mutation strongly blocked induction of Hid transcription as well as
accumulation of Hid protein (Fig. 5J–M9, white arrowheads),
suggesting that induction of Hid in axn,rbf mutant clones is
TORC1 dependent. Since TORC1 activity significantly alters
cellular metabolic and energetic demand and supply and
inhibition of TORC1 helps to restore the energy balance in
axn,rbf mutant cells (Fig. 4L), these results suggest that Hid
induction and apoptosis in axn,rbf mutant cells is regulated, at least
in part, by metabolic and energy stress, similar to the synergistic
cell death of tsc2,rbf mutant cells.
Inactivation of APC and Rb synergistically induce cell
death in mammalian cells
The Rb/E2F and the Wnt signaling pathways are highly
conserved between fly and mammalian systems. To determine
whether deregulated Wnt signaling and Rb inactivation can also
induce synergistic cell death in mammalian cells, we first
determined whether activation of Wnt signaling can induce cell
death in DU145 cells, a Rb mutant prostate cancer cell line [34].
Knockdown of Wnt signaling negative regulator APC using
shRNA constructs strongly reduced the level of APC protein as
shown by antibody staining (Fig. 6A) and increased the Wnt
signaling reporter activities (Fig. 6B, Supplementary Fig. S5A). To
determine whether deregulation of Wnt signaling by APC
knockdown induced cell death, we stained cells with an early
apoptosis marker Annexin V together with the nucleic acid dye
propidium iodide. We observed that depletion of APC significantly
increased cell death in DU145 cells (Fig. 6C, Supplementary Fig.
S5B). In addition, knockdown of APC in DU145 cells significantly
decreased viable cell numbers (Fig. 6D, Supplementary Fig. S5C),
and decreased the colony growth in soft agar (Fig. 6E, Supple-
mentary Fig. S5D). To determine whether the observed shAPC-
induced death depends on the absence of Rb function, we
investigated the effect of expressing WT Rb in APC knockdown
DU145 cells. Expression of the transduced WT Rb can be easily
detected (Fig. 6F). Expression of WT Rb significantly decreased
APC knockdown-induced death (Fig. 6G), and partially restored
the total viable cell numbers (Fig. 6H). Taken together, these
results demonstrate that knockdown of APC significantly induced
the cell death, which is dependent on the absence of Rb function.
Colorectal cancer cells commonly have deregulated Wnt
signaling and intact Rb/E2F pathway [35]. Consistent with a
previous report [36], knockdown of Rb in HCT116 colorectal
cancer cells leads to decreased Wnt signaling reporter activity
(Fig. 6I–J, Supplementary Fig. S5E–F) and increased cell death
(Fig. 6K, Supplementary Fig. S5G). Rb knockdown-induced cell
death in colorectal cancer cells was attributed to the reduced Wnt
signaling activity [36]. To determine whether Rb knockdown
induced cell death in HCT116 cells was due to reduced Wnt
signaling or due to synergistic cell death induced by deregulated
Wnt signaling and Rb inactivation, we set to distinguish these two
possibilities in cells with depleted APC. Knockdown of APC
significantly increased the Wnt signaling in HCT116 cells (Fig. 6J,
Supplementary Fig. S5F), indicating that APC significantly
inhibited Wnt signaling even though these cells contain a b-
catenin gain of function mutant allele. Importantly, Wnt signaling
reporter activity was higher in APC and Rb double knockdown
cells than that in control knockdown cells (Fig. 6J, Supplementary
Fig. S5F). However, increased Wnt signaling in the double
knockdown cells did not suppress Rb knockdown-induced cell
death. In fact, the cell death in Rb and APC double knockdown
cells was even higher than those of the single or control
knockdown cells (Fig. 6k, Supplementary Fig. S5G). Therefore,
although Rb depletion decreases Wnt signaling activity in
colorectal cancer cells, its induction of cell death is likely mediated
by the synergistic death effect from pRb inactivation and
deregulated Wnt signaling.
Synergistically cell death induced by deregulated Wnt
signaling and Rb inactivation requires TORC1 activity and
involves oxidative stress induction
Synergistic cell death from inactivated Rb and deregulated Wg
signaling in Drosophila depends on upregulated TORC1 activity
(Fig. 3). To determine whether TORC1 activity also contributes to
the synergistic cell death in mammalian cells, we determined the
effect of inhibiting mTORC1 activity using rapamycin. Rapamy-
cin potently blocked APC knockdown induced cell death in Rb
mutant DU145 cells as well as Rb knockdown induced cell death
in HCT116 cells (Fig. 7A, B). These observations suggest that,
similar to Drosophila, TORC1 activity is required for synergistic cell
death induced by Rb inactivation in conjunction with deregulated
Wnt signaling in mammalian cells.
Our previous studies have shown that inactivation of Rb and
TSC2, a negative regulator of TORC1, induced synergistic cell
death in cancer cells through induction of excessive cellular stress,
including oxidative stress [10]. We used DHE, a dye that detects
superoxide, to determine whether oxidative stress is also associated
with deregulated Wnt signaling and Rb inactivation induced cell
death. As shown in Fig. 7, highly elevated levels of DHE
fluorescence were observed in APC-knockdown DU145 cells as
well as in Rb-knockdown HCT116 cells grown in soft agar
(Fig. 7C–D). Furthermore, Rapamycin, which inhibits TORC1
activity, suppressed the ROS level in these knockdown cells
(Fig. 7E–F). Finally, NAC, a ROS scavenger, strongly rescued the
knockdown-induced colony growth defects in soft agar (Fig. 7G–
H). Taken together, these observations suggest that Rb inactiva-
tion and deregulated Wnt signaling induced cell death requires
TORC1 activity and involves oxidative stress induction.
Discussion
This study revealed a novel and evolutionarily conserved
synthetic lethal interaction between hyperactivated Wnt signaling
and inactivated Rb. We show that a weak allele of axn with
deregulated Wg signaling significantly alters the expression of
metabolic genes and is hypersensitive to metabolic stress induced
by fasting in Drosophila. Furthermore, we observe that hyperactiva-
tion of Wg signaling significantly increased TORC1 activity and
induced excessive energy stress and synergistic cell death in
conjunction with rbf mutation. These observations are consistent
with the previous studies, which showed increased TORC1
activity by tsc1 or tsc2 mutation induced synergistic apoptosis with
Rb mutation [10,11]. Our previous studies showed that mutation
of lkb1, a key regulator of energy metabolism under energy stress
conditions, promoted synergistic cell death with rbf tsc1 mutations
[9]. Similarly, we show here that axn rbf cells are also energy
deficient and lkb1 mutation strongly enhanced the apoptotic effects
Synthetic Lethality between Wnt Signaling and Rb
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Figure 5. axn and rbf mutations synergistically upregulate Hid expressing depending on deregulated TORC1 activity. rbf mutation
upregulated Hid protein and hid-lacz expression just anterior to MF (A and D), axn127 did not change Hid protein or hid-lacz expression (B and E),
while rbf axn127 double mutations induced Hid protein or hid-lacz expression in a broad region anterior to MF region (C and F). hid mutation rescued
rbf axnS apoptosis (G–H). Quantification of C3 levels was shown in panel (I). rheb mutation blocked upregulation of Hid protein in rbf axnS mutant
clones (J–K9) and Hid-lacZ expression in rbf axnEY mutant clones (L–M9). White arrowheads in J–M9 point to different levels of Hid (J–K9) or b-gal (L–M9)
in rbf axnS and rbf axnS rbeb mutant clones. The yellow stars in L–M9 mark the background red channel signals at the lateral sides of the discs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g005
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of axn or rbf axn mutants. Interestingly, inhibition of TORC1
activity significantly suppressed synergistic cell death induced by
deregulated Wg signaling and rbf inactivation, which correlated
with decreased energy stress and decreased induction of apoptotic
regulator Hid. These results provide further evidence that excessive
metabolic and energetic stress contributes to the synergistic cell
death. Finally we demonstrate that the phenotypes and mecha-
nisms of axn rbf synergistic apoptosis in Drosophila are conserved in
Figure 6. Hyperactivation of Wnt signaling and inactivation of Rb induced synergistic cell death effect in mammalian cells. In Rb
mutant Du145 cells, knockdown of APC strongly reduced the level of APC protein detected by antibody staining (A) and increased the Wnt signaling
reporter activity detected with the TOP-FOP luciferase assay (B). Knockdown of APC enhanced cell death (C), decreased the viable cell numbers (D),
and inhibited the colony growth in soft agar (E). Overexpression of Rb restored WT pRb in Du145 cells (F), decreased the APC knockdown-induced cell
death (G), and partially rescued the cell proliferation defect (H). (I–K) In HCT116 cells, knockdown Rb using shRb-3 significantly reduced the
endogenous pRb level (I). (J and K) The effect of knockdown Rb and APC on Wnt pathway activity detected with the TOP-FOP luciferase assay (J) and
on cell death detected by Annexin V staining (K).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g006
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mammalian cells and that inactivation of Rb and APC induces
synergistic cell death that requires TORC1 activity and involves
oxidative stress induction.
Wnt/Wg signaling is one of the key developmental signaling
pathways repeatedly used in different developmental settings to
regulate cell proliferation, apoptosis, as well as cell differentiation.
The consequence of deregulated Wnt signaling depends on
particular cellular contexts. In Drosophila larval eye discs, Wg
signaling is essential for proliferation of the progenitor cells
anterior to the MF. Mutant clones of axn127, which does not affect
cell type specification or patterning, showed Hid upregulation and
synergistic cell death with rbf only in the anterior proliferating
region. In contrast, strong axn alleles, which blocks photoreceptor
differentiation, caused synergistic cell death with rbf in both the
anterior and the posterior clones. Therefore, it appears that
synergistic cell death of deregulated Wnt signaling and rbf
Figure 7. Synergistic cell death induced by hyperactivated Wnt signaling and Rb inactivation require TORC1 activity and involve
ROS induction. Synergistic cell death from APC knockdown in DU145 cells (A) and Rb knockdown in HCT116 cells (B) was rescued by Rapamycin, an
inhibitor of TORC1 activity. Both APC-knockdown DU145 cells (C) and Rb-knockdown HCT116 cells (D) grown in soft agar showed increased ROS level
by DHE staining. (E–F) Rapamycin blocked ROS induction in APC-knockdown DU145 cells (E) and in Rb-knockdown HCT116 cells (F). (G–H) NAC, an
antioxidant, rescued the ability of APC-knockdown DU145 (G) and Rb-knockdown HCT116 (H) cells to form colonies in soft agar.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004357.g007
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inactivation is mainly observed in the proliferating progenitor cells.
Consistent with this, we found that the observed synergistic cell
death is associated with increased TORC1 activity, metabolic
stress, and cell proliferation.
In mammalian systems, Wnt signaling plays important roles in
maintaining stem cell and progenitor cell homeostasis and
deregulated Wnt signaling is observed in many types of cancers,
particularly the colorectal cancers. It is quite likely that synergistic
cell death interactions between deregulated Wnt signaling and
inactivated Rb potentially play important roles in maintaining
stem cell homeostasis as well as during cancer development.
While Wnt signaling is required to maintain intestine stem cells,
hyperactivation of Wnt signaling results in increased cell prol-
iferation as well as increased apoptosis [37,38]. Similarly
inactivation of APC in hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) increases
cell proliferation as well as apoptosis, leading to HSC exhaustion
and bone marrow failure [39]. Since pRb is inactivated during
G1/S transition, pRb is partially inactivated as these stem cells or
progenitor cells proliferate. An interesting possibility is that
different levels of Wnt signaling activation or pRb inactivation
will cause graded levels of metabolic alterations. When combined
Wnt signaling hyperactivation and pRb inactivation induced
metabolic change past a certain threshold, excessive metabolic
stress and cell death will be induced. It is interesting to note that
although Rb inactivation is found in almost half of cancer cells,
colorectal cancers often show Rb copy gains with high level of Rb
expression [35]. Since deregulated Wnt activities is the key cancer
initiating event that exists in almost all colorectal cancer cells, the
high Rb level can potentially prevent cell death induced by
hyperactivated Wnt signaling, particularly during early cancer
progression. In addition to inducing synergistic cell death with
deregulated Wnt signaling, high E2F activities were also found to
antagonize Wnt signaling by degrading b-catenin in a GSK3b
independent manner [36]. It is possible that the Rb-E2F and Wnt
signaling pathway may crosstalk at multiple levels, and Wnt
signaling can induce either pro-apoptotic or survival signals
depending on particular cellular context.
The observed synergistic cell death between hyperactive Wnt
signaling and inactivated Rb may also contribute to the cancer
cells drug sensitivity. A recent study showed that upregulation of
Wnt signaling is required for cell death induction in melanoma
cells by PLX4720, a selective inhibitor of activated BRAF(V600E).
PLX4720 increased Wnt signaling and induced Bim expression
and cell death in A375 melanoma cells, which was blocked by b-
catenin (CTNNB1) siRNA [40]. A375 cells have lost the expression
of p16INK4a, which is a cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor
that regulates the phosphorylation of pRb by D-type CDKs [41].
Therefore, pRb is likely at least partially inactivated in these cells.
Interestingly, analysis of the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in
Cancer database [42], a publicly available IC50 dataset of 147
anticancer agents on over 1000 tumor cell lines, revealed that
PLX4720 was one of the seven drugs that show increased
effectiveness toward cancers that have genomic alterations of the
Rb gene [43]. Therefore, it will be interesting to investigate
whether Wnt induced apoptosis in A375 cells requires Rb
inactivation.
Deregulated TORC1 activity is often observed in cancers and
inhibition of TORC1 activity can potentially be used as a strategy
to inhibit cancer growth. However, the clinical trials of the
TORC1 inhibitor Rapamycin and its derivatives have only seen
very limited success in small subset of cancers [44]. Besides the
possibilities that these inhibitors are not potent enough to
completely inhibit TORC1 or they activate feedback signaling,
our studies raise the possibility that inhibition of TORC1
decreases the stress levels in cancer cells and promotes cancer
cell survival. Indeed, decreasing the activities of TORC1 or its
downstream target S6K partially rescues the Rb- TSC synergistic
cell death [10,11].
Several studies described how increased Wnt signaling activates
TORC1 activity. One possible mechanism is mediated by the
inhibition of mTOR by GSK3 through the phosphorylation of
TSC2 [45,46,47,48,49]. In this case, increased Wnt signaling will
activate mTOR by inhibiting GSK3. Another mechanism
described recently is that GSK3 and mTOR cooperate to regulate
S6K phosphorylation [50]. Additionally, canonical Wg signaling
has been shown to promote insulin sensitivity by upregulating
insulin receptor expression [51]. Therefore, Wnt and TOR
signaling pathways intersect at multiple levels.
Materials and Methods
Drosophila stocks
Fly stocks used in this study include: rbf15aD [8], dtsc129 [52],
lkb1X5 [53], hid138 [8]. axnEY10228 (BL17649), axnE77 [21], axnS044230
[54], APC1Q8 APC279 [54], Hid-lacz [55], Rheb4L1 (BL39737), UAS-
Axn-GFP (BL7224), UAS-Raptor RNAi (BL34814), UAS-Rbf RNAi
(BL36744), UAS-ArmS10 (BL 4782), aos-lacz (BL2513), UAS-TCFDN
(BL4785), UAS-RasV12 (BL4847), UAS-GSK3DN, PCNA-GFP [56].
Genetic screen for mutations that modulate the
phenotypes of rbf mutant
Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS)-induced screen to identify
mutations that can modulate the phenotypes of rbf was carried
similar as described [8], except that w; p{ry+, neoFRT82B} males
were used for mutagenesis, and rbf15aD,w, eyFLP; p{ry+,
neoFRT82B} p{w+, Ubi-GFP} p{w+, rbf-G3} and w, eyFLP; p{ry+,
neoFRT82B} p{w+, Ubi-GFP} stocks were used for screening and
rbf dependence test.
39 RACE
Total RNA was isolated with TRIzol (Invitrogen). cDNA was
synthesized with 1 mg total RNA, M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase
(Invitrogen), and 39RACE-T7 primer (59-TAATACGACTCA
CTATAGGGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTV-39 (V=A,
G, or C)). Nested PCR was first performed with the Axin39middleF
primer (59-CGGGTGTGGAAGGACCAAA-39) and T7 primer
(59-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG-39), and then the Axin39-
middleF-2 primer (59-ATTCCGGAATGGTCAGCGA-39) and T7
primer. PCR products were gel purified and sequenced.
Immunostaining
Immunostaining was performed at room temperature unless
indicated otherwise. Larval imaginal discs were dissected in 16
PBS, fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 25 min, washed
twice with 16PBS with 0.3% Triton-X100 (PBST), and incubated
with primary antibody in blocking solution (PBST plus 5% normal
goat serum) overnight at 4uC. Primary antibodies used: rabbit
anti-activated Caspase-3 (C3, 1:300 from Cell Signaling), mouse
anti-b-Galactosidase (1:100, DSHB), rat anti-ELAV (1:50, DSHB),
Guinea pig anti-Senseless [57], and Guinea pig anti-E2F1 (Orr-
Weaver lab). Guinea pig anti-Hid antibody was affinity purified
with recombinant GST-Hid [58]. Following incubation with
primary antibody, samples were washed three times (10 minutes
each) in PBST, and incubated with secondary antibodies from
Jackson ImmunoResearch (1:200 to 1:400). Sample was mounted
in 70% Glycerol with 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) at
12.5 mg/mL. For mammalian cell staining, infected cells were
seeded onto glass coverslips, and processed for staining. Fixed,
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permeabilized, and blocked cells were incubated with rabbit anti-
APC M2 (kindly provided by Kristi Neufeld, University of
Kansas), followed by FITC-coupled secondary antibody. Imaging
was done with the Zeiss Axioscope/ApoTome microscope using
the AxioCam CCD camera controlled by Zeiss Axiovision
software. In experiments with internal controls (for example,
the WT tissues from the same disc that do not show cell death), the
exposure time for each sample were determined using the
‘‘measure’’ function in Axiovision for each channel to get optimal
exposure without signal oversaturation. For experiments with no
internal controls, exposure time was fixed using the genotype with
brightest signal to avoid overexposure.
Quantification of cell death levels in developing imaginal
discs
Cell death (%) is determined as described previously [10] by the
percentage of clone area (pixels) that have above background
level of caspase 3 (C3) signal using the Histogram function in
Photoshop. The background level of C3 signal was determined as
the level that is equal or below 99% of the C3 signal in the WT
tissues that have no apoptosis. The Average and standard
deviation of percent cell death for each genotype discs was then
determined and compared.
Western blot
40 Drosophila eye discs with each specific genotype were
dissected in insect cell media CCM3 (Hyclone), and moved to
1.5 ml tubes with 100 ml 16 SDS-PAGE loading buffer immedi-
ately. The samples were pipetted for several times, boiled for
5 minutes, quickly centrifuged, and 20 ml of them were loaded for
SDS-PAGE. For mammalian samples, cells were washed twice
with 16PBS, and lysed in RIPA buffer (50 mm Tris.Cl [pH 7.4],
150 mm NaCl, 2 mm EDTA, 1% NP40, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium
deoxycholate, plus protease inhibitors). Primary antibodies are
rabbit anti-pS6K (1:300, Cell Signaling), mouse anti b-actin
(1:1000 Santa Cruz), and mouse anti-Rb 4.1 (1:10, Developmental
Studies Hybridoma Bank). The goat anti-mouse IgG and goat
anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies were obtained from Li-Cor.
Western detection was carried out using a Li-Cor Odyssey image
reader.
ATP:ADP ratio determination
Eye imaginal discs with specific genotypes were dissected,
pipetted with 120 uL 16 Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega) for 15
times in a 1.5 mL tube on ice, boiled for 5 minutes, then
incubated on ice for 2 minutes. After centrifugation at 18,000G for
2 minutes, 20 uL of each sample was used to assay the ADP:ATP
ratio using the Enzylight kit according the manufacturer’s protocol
(BioAssay Systems).
Whole larvae and imaginal discs starvation
To induce metabolic stress, FRT 82B Axn127 and FRT 82B
control 2nd instar larvae were collected at 72 hour after egg lay,
rinsed to remove any residual fly food, and transferred into empty
vials containing one 11 cm by 21 cm Kimwipe soaked with 1 ml
of either 16PBS or PBS with glutamine. Eight vials containing 25
larvae each were used per genotype per condition. These vials
were incubated at 25uC for 48 hours, at which point the Kimwipe
was extracted and the larvae were characterized. Drosophila larvae
were determined to be viable if they responded to stimuli from
poking with a blunted pair of forceps. For eye disc starvation,
dissected eye discs were left in 16 PBS at room temperature for
3 hours before fixation, and eye discs fixed immediately after
dissection were used as control (0 hr). The immunostaing with C3
antibody is the same as described above.
Genome-wide gene expression analysis
Larvae of Oregon R Drosophila (control) and axn127 homozygous
mutants (w1118; +; FRT82B axn127) were collected at the third instar
wandering stage. Total RNA was extracted from three larvae
per sample with 1.0 ml of TRIzol Reagent (Life Technologies
Corporation) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
microarray analysis was performed according to the protocol that
was described previously [59]. The complete sets of microarray
data have been deposited in the ArrayExpress database (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/; accession number is E-MTAB-




DU145 and HCT116 cells were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection. All the cells were maintained in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS, Atlas Biologicals), 50 IU penicillin/
streptomycin, and 2 mmol/l L-glutamine (Invitrogen) in a
humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37uC.
Plasmids and lentiviral preparation and transduction
Human pRb was subcloned into the lentiviral expression vector
pCDHCMV-EF1-puro (System Biosciences). The pLKO.1 lenti-
viral RNAi expression system was used to construct lentiviral












The shGFP was used as a control in this study. Viral packaging
was done according to the previously described protocol [10].
Briefly, expression plasmids pCMV-dR8.91 and pCMV-VSV-G
were cotransfected into HEK293T cells using the calcium
phosphate method at 10:5:5 mg (for a 10-cm dish). The
transfection medium containing calcium phosphate and plasmid
mixture was replaced with fresh complete medium after incuba-
tion for 6 hr. Media containing virus was collected 48 hr after
transfection, and then concentrated at 19,400 g for 2 hr. The virus
pellet was re-dissolved, and stocked at 280uC. Cells were infected
with the viruses for 48 hr, and were treated as described.
FACS analysis of cell death
Quantification of cell death was performed using FACSCanto
(BD Biosciences) after cells were stained with Annexin V-FITC (BD
Biosciences) and propidium iodide (Sigma) according to manufac-
turer’s specifications. Rapamycin rescue assays were performed in
the presence of 20 ng/ml Rapamycin or vehicle control.
Transcriptional reporter assay
Cells were treated with lentivirus as described above, and
were plated into a 24-well plate, followed by transfection by
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lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s
instruction. Each transfection contained 800 ng of TOPflash-luc
or FOPflash-luc, and 5 ng of phRL-Luc. Cell extracts were
prepared 48 hrs post-transfection, and the luciferase activity was
measured using Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega)
according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Luciferase activity
was read on a BD Monolight 3010 Luminometer. All data points
presented are the average measurement of three independent
transfections.
Soft agar growth assay and ROS assay
For growth assay, 104 cells suspended in 0.35% agarose solution
were poured over hard-bottomed agar (0.6%) previously solidified
in 6-well plates. Cells were cultured in a humidified atmosphere
with 5% CO2 at 37uC for 3–4 weeks, and then colonies were
counted. Soft agar growth rescue assays were performed in the
presence of 10 mM NAC or vehicle control added to the top layer
mix at the time of plating.
For ROS assay, 105 cells were seeded between top agar layer
and bottom agar layer for 16 hrs, and then 1 ml of complete
medium containing 20 mM of DHE was added onto the top agar
layer. After incubation for 1 hr, the medium was aspirated and the
top agar layer was carefully removed. Cells were processed for
imaging with a Zeiss fluorescence microscope.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Characterization of axn127 mutation. 39 cDNA
sequence of axn gene in 127 mutant is determined by 39 RACE.
Exon 10 of axn127 is linked to a heterochromatin sequence
(underlined sequence) instead of Exon 11 in 127mutant (A and C).
This change causes a deletion of part of the DIX domain at the C
terminal of Axn protein (B and D). 127 mutant significantly
increased Armadillo protein levels (E). (F–J) Eye discs with heat
shock induced Flip-out clones shown in Fig. 2F–L. GFP marks the
cells with Gal4 activation, which can drive the indicated RNAi
and protein expression. Red and blue channels indicate cell death
(caspase 3 staining) and photoreceptor differentiation (Elav
staining), respectively.
(JPG)
Figure S2 Weak or strong axn alleles cause different effects on
cell fate determination and apoptosis in eye and wing discs. In eye
discs, rbf, axn127, or rbf axn127 mutations do not have obvious effects
on photoreceptor differentiation reflected by ELAV staining (A–
C), while axnEY, or rbf axnEY mutations block photoreceptor
differentiation (D–E). In wing discs, rbf, axn127, or rbf axn127
mutations do not have obvious effects on wing margin cell fate
determination reflected by Sens staining (F–H), while axnEY, or rbf
axnEY mutations cause ectopic expression of Sens in wing pouch (I–
J). rbf axnEY mutations induce synergistic apoptosis in wing discs
(K–M), and Quantification of C3 levels is shown in panel N. axnS
or axnEY mutation increases EGFR signaling activities in wing
pouch reflected by pERK level and aos-lacz expression (O–P9).
(JPG)
Figure S3 Increased growth in axn mutant cells. wt or axn mutant
clones and the corresponding wild type (wt) twin spots derived
from the two daughter cells of a cell division are marked with
absence of GFP and bright GFP respectively (A–C). wt mosaic
clones have similar sizes with their twin spots (A), while both axn127
and axnS mutant clones are significantly larger than their twin spots
(B–C), and the ratio between mutant clones and twin spots are
quantified in (D). Due to the suppression of differentiation by axnS,
axnS clones in the whole discs and wt or axn127 clones anterior to
the MF are used for quantification. PCNA-GFP expression is
upregulated in axn127 mutant clones anterior to MF and in axnEY
mutant clones located in different parts of the discs (E–F9). E2f1
protein is upregulated in axnEY mutant clones (G-G9). BrdU
incorporation is increased in axnS mutant clones (H-H9).
(JPG)
Figure S4 (A–B), Eye discs with axnS rbf and axnS rbf rheb mutant
clones in Minute background were shown. The mutant clones
were marked by the absence of GFP signal. The ratios of clone
region area verses the whole eye disc area were quantified and
shown in (C). There is no significant difference in the relatively
amount of mutant clone areas between the axnS rbf Minute and the
axnS rbf rheb Minute eye discs.
(JPG)
Figure S5 Inactivation of APC and Rb shows synergistic cell
death effect in Du145 and HC116 cells with additional shRNA
constructs. Du145 cells with APC knockdown construct shAPC-2
showed higher level of Wnt reporter activity in TOP luciferase
assay (A). APC knockdown enhanced cell death (B), decreased
viable cell numbers (C) and inhibited colony growth in soft agar
assay (D). In HCT116 cells, Rb knockdown construct shRb-1
decreased the Rb protein level (E). (F–G) The effect of knockdown
Rb and APC on Wnt signaling activity detected by TOP luciferase
assay (F) and apoptosis detected by Annexin V and PI staining in
HCT 116 cells.
(JPG)
Table S1 Genes up- or downregulated (.2 folds, P,0.05) in
axn127 mutants as compared to WT control L3 larvae.
(PDF)
Table S2 Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment of genes that
are significantly up- or downregulated (.2 folds, P,0.05) in axn127
mutant L3 larvae. GO terms that significantly enriched (P,
0.0001) are shown. Consistent with the energy deficiency of the
axn127 mutant, genes involved carbohydrate and lipid metabolism
are significantly downregulated, while genes related to stress or
stimulus response are significantly upregulated. Consistent with
axn mutation increasing Wg signaling activities, genes related to
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